Technology Companies Group Fellowship – NY

About Future Labs
As the first New York City-sponsored incubator, the Future Labs network has defined the start-up support model and helped shape tech ecosystems throughout the city. The programs catalyze seed-stage ventures from across NYC that are creating jobs, launching technology products and helping diversify the innovation economy. The Future Labs at the NYU Tandon School of Engineering support a wide variety of entrepreneurial outreach programs in addition to 50 companies in the incubators with focuses including data, digital and clean technologies in three locations: the Data Future Lab at Varick Street, the Digital Future Lab in DUMBO, and the Urban Future Lab at MetroTech Center. Since 2009, 74 companies have graduated from the program, 14 through acquisition.

Under the direction of partner Pete Fusco, Orrick’s role as the exclusive legal counsel is to guide companies in the Future Labs in the full range of legal issues tech companies face. Orrick provides Future Labs’ companies with access to free legal counseling through an on-site Orrick presence at each Future Labs location; expand Orrick’s Total Access program to the Future Labs community; and offer the companies Orrick’s Startup Toolkit, a suite of tools and resources for start-up founders and companies, as well as educational programming and panels.

Fellowship Overview
Orrick’s Technology Companies Group Fellowship provides a unique opportunity for a highly qualified NYU School of Law 1L student to gain substantive experience at one of the leading law firms in the technology sector. The student selected to be the TCG Fellow will be a member of Orrick’s 2018 New York Summer Associate Program and be embedded onsite at a Future Labs location.

Application Process
The application can be found on the Careers section of Orrick.com. To apply, please submit a cover letter, resume, any available law school transcripts and the contact information for one NYU faculty member as a reference. In the cover letter, applicants should describe their interest and experience in the technology sector. Applications are accepted from December 1, 2017 – January 15, 2018.

Stipend
In addition to the regular summer associate salary, the Orrick TCG Fellowship includes a $15,000 stipend during the 2L year to assist with legal work with Future Labs.